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But why are their parents here?

But I didn’t wait for them to think about it, their parents rushed up like

they were crazy, and slapped them directly on their faces with a slap.

“Asshole, what the hell did you do that caused us to be arrested here!”

“You beast, who did you offend? Are you going to kill Lao Tzu?”

“I’m talking about a 500 million contract, but because of you, the

broom star, it’s all gone!”

These rich second-generation parents are going crazy, grabbing their

children and punching them all, wishing to kill them.

They have never been as embarrassed as they are today, being taken

away as prisoners.

Moreover, the person holding them is still the commander-in-chief of

Jiangnan Province. They are going crazy!

What unforgivable things did these rice buckets do that actually

angered Jiangnan’s commander-in-chief?

Those rich second generations are also dumbfounded, what is going on

in the end?

Immediately afterwards, they seemed to have thought of something

and looked at Lin Fan in horror.

Could it be said that all this is because of him?

But isn’t this guy a little white face who eats soft rice?

How could he have such great ability?

Something is wrong, something must be wrong!

This is impossible!

Following the shocked gaze of their children, the entrepreneurs present

knew who they had offended.

At the moment, all their faces sank and yelled at their children:

“Kneel down to me!

”

Those rich second-generations had their noses and faces swollen, and

they were so frightened that they all knelt down trembling, and didn’t

even dare to breathe.

They have all realized that they have caused a big disaster.

And this time, even their powerful parents could not save them.

At the moment, those entrepreneurs pitifully walked towards Lin Fan

and pleaded with tears:

“Mr. Inuzi’s eyelessness has offended you, and I hope Mr. forgive me!”

“Sir, give us a chance. I will take care of him strictly and promise not to

let similar things happen.”

They were extremely frightened. Although they didn’t know who Lin

Fan was, being able to let Long Jiu and others exist before and after the

horse was enough to show how terrifying Lin Fan’s identity was.

After seeing this place, Jin Chengen on the side was already paralyzed

with fright.

The white lips trembled uncontrollably.

No, this shouldn’t be!

What is going wrong?

How could this waste suddenly become so awesome?

Not only him, but the pharmacy owner was almost paralyzed after

seeing this scene.

Originally thought that these elder brothers were supporting him, so he

didn’t put Lin Fan in his eyes, but in a blink of an eye these elder

brothers knelt down for Lin Fan?

This guy, who is he?

Lin Fan glanced at them lightly, then sneered:

“I’m buying medicine here, and your children are inexplicably bidding

with me, and even insulting me as a poor ghost!”

“Since you are so rich, then I want to ask you to borrow some money

to spend. You should have no opinions?”

boom!

When those rich second generations heard this, their faces turned pale,

and their bodies trembled more severely.

They finally knew what Lin Fan meant by borrowing money.

This is really blackmail!

Without waiting for the entrepreneurs to speak, Lin Fan said with a

cold face:

“Everyone has a billion dollars, one less son, I won’t let you go!”

what!

Billions?

Those entrepreneurs, their faces are green!

Although they are rich, they are so proud that they don’t care about a

billion!

What’s more, some still need to go bankrupt in order to barely collect

these billion!

Right now, they felt their hearts were bleeding, and even more so they

felt they were killed.

They are called a hate!

I can’t wait to bury those little bastards in my own family alive, this is

so much that this kind of thing caused them to lose a billion for no

reason!
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